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During our childhood, we dream of what we will be when we grow up. Our 
dreams usually begin with being a movie star, or a superhero. As we begin to 
grow up, sometimes our dreams change, either because we have changed, or 
because the world has told us we need to change our dreams. My dream has 
always been to be a hairstylist. The Beauty Industry is one of the only industries 
I know of that make someone look and feel like a movie star, or make a woman 
feel as beautiful as she thought her beauty icon is, and I think that is pretty 
awesome. awesome. 
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hat I have come to realize after over 30 years in our industry is that many people 
need to be educated, not only about their hair and what products they should 
use, but also about the industry itself. People need to become educated in the 
services of a salon; it isn’t just about hair cutting, coloring and manicures while 
everyone drinks coffee and talks about the newest celebrity couples. In fact, the 
beauty industry is always changing, evolving and improving. There is always 
something new to learn, be it a new formulation, a new cutting technique or a 
better way to retain your clientele. 

It is an industry where education is key. On a daily basis, stylists deal with the 
science of hair and the chemistry of hair color and perms, how to manage their 
clientele, their budget, their time, their retail, all at the same time.

Being a hairstylist is more than just about the skills of giving good hairdos. It is Being a hairstylist is more than just about the skills of giving good hairdos. It is 
about making personal connections with your clients. Helping them through 
life’s trial and celebrating life’s achievements. It’s about helping the ladies and 
gents sitting in your salon chair find their beauty whether inside out. It’s an industry 
that helps you grow as a person, as an artist and with hard work, sweat and tears 
– one becomes a thriving business professional.
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At Hamo salons you will be able to enjoy a whole range of relaxing and 
enjoyable professional beauty services.

Our philosophy at Hamo’s is to make you feel as beautiful, and as much at home 
as possible. We are here to answer all your beauty needs with utmost care and 
professionalism.

At Hamo’s we specialize in Hamo Mohsen’s color and cutting techniques. We At Hamo’s we specialize in Hamo Mohsen’s color and cutting techniques. We 
service clients who want an image altering experience with quality results from 
an experienced educated stylist! We believe continuous education is the key to 
our success. At Hamo’s we look forward to the opportunity to exceed your 
expectations. 
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very member of our team is competent and highly qualified in his/her field. 
Each member of our staff is trained to be attentive, dedicated and helpful to 
make your stay with us as enjoyable as possible.

Hamo’s is the ideal location that provides you with the services that simultane-
ously overindulge and gratify your five senses. You truly enter our special world, 
and leave it feeling that little bit more special! 



Stunning Style 



CUTTING
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Stay ready to go with a haircut from Hamo. Our highly trained stylists take pride 
in providing the attention-to-detail, style, and they look after you. 

A good haircut will not only boost your confidence but also makes you feel 
amazing. At Hamo Salons we stay ahead of the latest hair trends and fashions to 
ensure you walk out of our salons feeling gorgeous every time. 

At our hairdressing salons we offer exclusive hair services and we understand At our hairdressing salons we offer exclusive hair services and we understand 
how important a great haircut is. Our dedicated stylists are waiting to create the 
perfect haircut for you each time you visit one of our salons.



STYLING
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Transcend and transform your hair with a fabulous blow-dry or up-style, the 
choice is yours. 

Creating the best style for you is our top priority for every client who books in at Creating the best style for you is our top priority for every client who books in at 
Hamo Salons. Speak to your stylist who can offer advice on what s/he feels 
would suit you as an individual, to create a look specific to the shape of your 
face, genre and lifestyle while taking into account what best suits your hair type 
and condition. Irrespective of how your hair’s length whether long, short or 
medium, there is a hairstyle especially for you. 

Our professional stylists can create a gorgeous new hairstyle from a cute pixie Our professional stylists can create a gorgeous new hairstyle from a cute pixie 
cut, an edgy bob, a windswept updo, soft waves, poker straight hair with a 
daring hair color to achieve that dramatic effect you’re seeking!



COLORING
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Taking care of your hair is our main task at Hamo Salons. Whether you want it 
colored, highlighted, low lighted, our team of professional hairdressers will 
ensure get what you want!

The affect that a hair color can have on the overall look of a person is incredible. 
We, as a team, at Hamo Salons have been seeing people literally transform 
before our very own eyes after receiving our expert hair color services.
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oloring is very much the salons’ specialty; just as skillful cuts enhance the shape 
of your face, coloring is introduced to complement factors such as eye color 
and skin tone. We specialize in all the different types of hair coloring and we 
have the right hairdresser for your needs! We believe that the coloring process 
should always begin with a thorough consultation. After all, the health of your 
hair is the most important thing to us when deciding on color.

Bring your hair color to life; be stylish and fashionable with a new hair color to Bring your hair color to life; be stylish and fashionable with a new hair color to 
change your image.



KERATIN
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We are also treating difficult and unmanageable hair with the latest FDA 
approved Keratin treatments to make your life easier.

Keratin smoothing treatment is a wonderful method of hair straightening that Keratin smoothing treatment is a wonderful method of hair straightening that 
will last between two to three months. But the truly remarkable thing about this 
treatment is its restorative nature. This treatment works to de-frizz your hair, to 
make it more manageable, smoother and gorgeous!  The unique properties of 
Keratin are wonderful for the health of your hair too.



BRIDAL HAIRSTYLE
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Here at Hamo Salons, we take pride in being a part of your special day. Our 
bridal consultant is happy to plan out all the beauty needs for you and your 
entire bridal party. Everything will be planned ahead of time for you from the 
days leading up and the day including your wedding day. We work with you to 
personalize your entire bridal party’s beauty needs. Make your special day start 
off relaxed and pampered knowing you will be stunning as you walk down the 
isle, take pictures, and celebrate your lovely occasion! You get to choose your 
stunning bridal hairstyle from a sophisticated a huge range of hairdos of romantic 
curls, a loose braid or a modern hairstyle with optional hair accessories, We 
help you find a simple bridal hairstyle that you will love from this day forward. 
We prove our dedication by offering the most respected, sought after styles 
and exquisite looks to accent your best features while lasting for the entire day.



TREATMENTS
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Want to grow out your hair?  We’ll show you how to strengthen your hair, stop 
breakage, and help you grow long, beautiful locks.

When it comes to hair treatments, we like to think of ourselves as doctors that 
treat hair. One of the salon hair experts will sit down with you and discuss your 
problems with your hair. We will then analyze each strand of your hair to find the 
source of the problem before tailoring a treatment regime that specifically 
addresses your hair condition and needs. With our expertise, your hair will addresses your hair condition and needs. With our expertise, your hair will 
regain its luster, find its bounce and you’ll notice a volume and depth that you 
never thought was possible.
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ur salons offer an extensive range of hair treatments using the best products out 
there! We have special concentrated in-salon treatments for volumizing, 
moisturizing, strengthening, and repairing the hair. Hamo’s deep conditioning 
treatments will stop breakage and thinning and make your hair look amazing. 



EXTENSIONS
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You want it longer? Here is the place to have extensions adapted, colored and 
treated to give you the look you want. Extensions can be one of the best ways 
to achieve luxuriant natural looking hair or introduce strands of color into your 
style. We use the best hair extension products made from 100% human hair 
that are ethically produced; we take pride in our expertise of seamlessly 
applying hair extensions  into your own. 
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nlike synthetic wigs, human hair can be washed and treated just like natural hair. 
This is the main reason why it’s used in the industry. Most of our clients note that 
it feels just like their original hair strands. It lasts longer and does not turn frizzy, 
as long as its maintained and taken care of properly. Our hair is available in over 
25 colors; offering a vast variety of standard colors ranging from subtle natural 
browns to a wide range of blonde tones to intensely wild trendy colors. Choose 
from a variety of tape-in, sew-in, micro-rings, or clip-in extensions. Add some 
bangs or put on a wig for a whole new look.
Hamo’s team of beauty experts have been delivering to their clients a wide 
range of  high-quality and cost-efficient services while using the latest products 
and cutting-edge technology. With training and development at the core of the 
business, the specialists are continuously exposed to the latest hair and beauty 
trends, keeping them on top of their game and providing you with the latest 
styles and updos!
At Hamo’s, hygiene is a priority. All tools and equipment are always sterilized At Hamo’s, hygiene is a priority. All tools and equipment are always sterilized 
before use, ensuring safety above all!



Create a Look That’s Right for You
Our nail bar guarantees the most sumptuous manicures and 
edicures Cairo has to offer! Using and selling an array of multinational 
brands, your nails will look their best at all times!



MANICURES
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There’s a particular confidence that comes from a Hamo manicure. Sure, it’s 
the confidence of strong shiny nails, and soft nourished hands. But it’s more 
than that – it’s a subtle inner confidence that highlights you as being 
immaculately groomed, on-trend, and ready to take on the world.



PEDICURES
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Soft, beautiful feet. Perfectly shaped and polished toenails is topped by the 
confidence you gain to wear those killer heels. A Hamo pedicure is a 
ridiculously luxurious confidence-booster. Hand your feet over to the 
experts, and let them exfoliate, soften, nourish and beautify.



NAIL 
ENHANCEMENTS
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Should you need to apply quick add-ons, or are looking for some flashy 
acrylics, or long-lasting gel application for your travels, we are here to offer 
you all those services. 



COLORING
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We also provide a wide array of the best quality of nail polishes with the 
latest of colors for a simple elegant look.

Our treatments are designed to gently massage your hands and feet, while 
our utensils are sterilized and sealed before each client to ensure maximum 
cleanliness.�And so, in the hands of our talented nail team, your nails will 
be filed, buffed and polished to perfection.



Enchanting Eyes & Brilliant Brows



EYELASHES
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Set hearts – and eyes – a-flutter with luscious lashes for come-closer eyes. 
We offer a variety of individual and cluster lashes. Eyelash extensions are a 
luxury every lady should have in her life, you can now have the fullest, 
thickest lashes yet at Hamo’s.
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yelash extensions are individual strands of faux lashes expertly attached to 
each natural eyelash with a special medical grade adhesive. They are 
applied to the eyelash itself and are never in direct contact with your skin. applied to the eyelash itself and are never in direct contact with your skin. 
Hamo Salons specialize in "Natural" and "Glamourous" looks with various 
lash extension set application options available. We only use the highest 
quality faux lashes available on the market today. They range in thickness, 
curl shape and durability. Getting eyelashes applied is a delicate process 
and can be time consuming depending on the desired look.  At our premises, 
you can expect a glamorous, yet relaxed environment in which to have your 
new eyelashes put on, while you lie back and unwind.

Offering all types of lashes including normal sets which are individual, 
synthetic lashes applied directly onto your own lashes, there’s a range of 
varying lengths, thicknesses and curvatures to achieve the desired look you 
require.

Russian layering is a fairly new advanced technique that involves adhering Russian layering is a fairly new advanced technique that involves adhering 
an ultra-fine fan of multiple lashes onto each individual lash.  The result is 
one which is both voluminous and natural looking, while a maximum 
number of lashes can be applied to each eye for a more glamorous result.
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Accentuate your natural lashes with a dab of dashing color – the easier, lon-
ger-lasting and fully waterproof alternative to mascara! Eyelash tinting is a 
semi-permanent cosmetic procedure. Now you don’t need to use 
eyebrow pencil and mascara to darken your eyelashes. We have a very 
effective solution to your problem.

Eyelash tinting is best for women to clearly define eyelashes by dramatically 
enhancing the look of the eye area.  If you don’t have time for eye makeup 
then tinting is the best solution for you.
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ur tinting services are the best in presenting your exclusively beautiful look. 
Our eyelash tinting services are exceptional. We can help you darken your 
brows and lashes and frame your eyes beautifully. Our tinting service can 
bring out the true depth of your eye color. To give the maximum beautifying 
effect, our experienced estheticians work by matching the tint with the skin 
color and the contour of your face. You will be guided to choose the color 
tint that will improve your looks.



EYEBROWS
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Since brows have been a standout beauty feature since forever, having 
your eyebrows shaped is almost as good as a face-lift. The perfect arch will 
frame your face and create a stunningly groomed and polished image. For 
well-groomed eyebrows, we are your eyebrow tinting and shaping experts 
in town. 

Eyebrow tinting will enhance the general appearance of your eyes. 
Eyebrow tinting is the painless and simple way to enhance the appearance of Eyebrow tinting is the painless and simple way to enhance the appearance of 
your eyes dramatically. It is ideal for special occasions and people who 
have sensitive skin. 



Makeup & Tattooing



PERMANENT 
MAKEUP
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Permanent makeup is a gentle type of tattooing in the facial area in the form of 
eyebrows, eyeliner or lip color to define these features. Permanent makeup 
treatments replicate perfectly applied conventional makeup, most frequently 
on the brows, lash line, lips, and hairline. This is done by inserting cosmetic 
pigments into the dermis layer of the skin. 

The appearance is very soft and natural, because you are looking at the color The appearance is very soft and natural, because you are looking at the color 
through a thin veil of skin. All of our make-up artists provide quality services and 
are up-to-date on all the latest trends. 



Makeup
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Let us create the perfect look for you whether it’s for a daily simple classic 
look or for that special occasion. Whether you're a bride-to-be or heading 
to the prom, we will get you ready... just leave everything to us so you can 
focus on having a wonderful time at your event! Our special occasion, 
wedding, and prom looks are red-carpet chic and up-to-the-minute!



TATTOOS 
& REMOVAL
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Make a statement. Get yourself a fancy tattoo. We are here to offer you quality 
tattoos in a clean and friendly atmosphere. Our dedication to original artwork 
and higher levels of expectations for quality is sure to please.

Or perhaps you may feel like removing a tattoo that didn’t turn up as you had 
imagined. Or maybe your taste has just changed. Our removal treatment 
involves an almost painless process. 



SPECIALS
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"Specials" are for special people, special occasions, special times...  Any-
thing and everything to make our special clients feel that little bit extra... 
SPECIAL!  

Look picture-perfect on your wedding day! Wedding hairstyles are one of 
our specialties, including updos and accessories. Whether you have long 
hair or short, our professionals will work with you to design the perfect look 
for your special day. Our makeup artists can create a variety of looks from 
dramatic to understated…whatever your heart desires!

At Hamo Salons we offer wedding packages to help make your special day At Hamo Salons we offer wedding packages to help make your special day 
as memorable as possible. We have you covered from head to toe. Our 
bridal package makes sure that our bride receives the attention and 
treatments she needs prior to and on her DAY.


